
Other 
Facilities

Vending Machines WiFi Service

Electronic Lockers

Gift at Races

Automatic Teller
Machines

Racecourse entrants must be aged 18 or above. Don’t gamble your life away.

Large-screen television display 
wall showing comprehensive 
racing information

Impressive views from different angles with the Parade 
Ring and the f

One of Asia’s best, Sha Tin Racecourse is home to more than ten international Group 1 races 
throughout the year, including LONGINES Hong Kong International Races, Triple Crown Series 
and Champions Day, attracting star jockeys and horses from around the world to compete for 
prestigious awards. It is the main venue for day races.

  

Grandstand I
Betting Hall on 1/F 
and 2/F

With the Parade Ring and the f 
line located nearby

A spacious area with multiple LED 
televisions displaying comprehensive 
racing information

Equipped with a diverse range of 
wagering facilities for racegoers to 
bet at ease

Shop for merchandise at Gift at Races flagship store and 
indulge in a variety of cuisines at MezzaOne in addition to 
watching the races

The new Betting Hall located on the second floor features two 
viewing zones and a mobile betting counter

Grandstand II
Betting Hall on 1/F, 2/F, 4/F 
and 5/F

Comprehensive
leisure

experience

Easy access with close proximity to the Public 
Entrance and MTR station

The new Betting Hall located on the second floor 
features an ingeniously simple design and a mobile 
betting counter

The fourth and fifth floor offer ample space 
and a sweeping view of the racetrack 
from the balcony

Sha Tin Racecourse

Public Betting Hall

Outdoor Forecourt

Closer
view to
track

Enjoy a spectacular trackside view of the races 
whilst cheering on your favourite horses and 
sharing the joy of victory

Witness exciting moments unfold right before your eyes and feel 
the excitement as the jockeys motivate their horses to perform their best

A hotspot
for racing

fans

inish

inish line located nearby


